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The sustained spheromak pathway toward economical fusion power
Major Technical Milestones

Overview
• New ARPA-E OPEN 2018 project seeks to de-risk many critical components required for this approach toward

Achieved

economical fusion power.

• Use fully inductive magnetic helicity injectors to form and sustain compact toroidal plasma configurations
called spheromaks.

spheromak operations.
Achieve
Paux ≥ 20 MW

• Demonstrated robustness of currentdrive scheme to forming and
sustaining spheromaks with diﬀerent
injector geometries, frequencies and
phasing.

fusion reactor design points.

to fusion energy.

• Upgrade and operate HIT-SI3 experiment for high performance sustained

sustained spheromak experiments
successfully - HIT-SI and HIT-SI3

• Plasma sustainment technology is relatively inexpensive and enables pathway towards compact, cost-eﬀective
• Sustainment technology must scale to high temperature plasma conditions to be a technically viable approach

High-performance current drive

• Built and operated two fully inductive

confinement of plasma.

• Designed optimized helicity injector
manifold design for next HIT-SIU
experiment.

Recent History

•

Underway

Current Drive, Stability, and Confinement

• Magnetic helicity injectors eﬃciently drive plasma currents to create spheromak magnetic fields for
• Patented plasma sustainment technology allows for power eﬃcient sustainment of spheromak configurations.

Research and Development Path
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Achieve
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Achieve

≥ 1 ms

Vinj ≥ 500 − 600 V

Density Control and Confinement
Left: HIT-SI sustained spheromak experimental
geometry Right: Calculation of minimum energy
state (MES) magnetic fields after spheromak
formation (multicolored) with sustaining helicity
injector fields (gray).

•

•

Multi-step research and development path
from current prototype to licensing
commercial fusion power cores.

| j ⃗| /n ≥ 2 × 10

Technology demonstration &
component testing

Pilot power plant
License fusion power
cores

Magnetic confinement
demonstration

ARPA-E project will provide an integrated
demonstration of multiple subsystems
required for an eventual fusion power plant.

2015

2020

2025

Fusion reactor vision3
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Ti + Te ≥ 100 eV

• Spheromak configurations are of interest for fusion energy
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applications due to their engineering simplicity and
compactness that may translate into economic
competitiveness.

5-10x linear size
~100-1000+ MWe
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• The sustained spheromak physics experiment (SSPX) and

other previous spheromak experiments (e.g. CTX) have
observed transient electron temperatures Te > 400 − 500+
eV.

• Demonstrated formation and

quality in tokamak configurations observed during extended
formation in the SSPX experiment.

(a)

(b)

sustainment of spheromak
configuration with current gains
G ≡ Itor /Iinj ≈ 3 − 4 ((a) and (b)).

• Confinement degradation observed during sustainment

periods of discharge due to excitation of plasma instabilities.

•

• A steady-state spheromak fusion reactor requires energy

Figures: B. Hudson et al., Phys. Plasmas 15, 056112
(2008).

Pathway Forward - Imposed-Dynamo Current Drive (IDCD)
• Operate λinj > λsp continuously (λinj = μoIinj /ψinj, λsp is spheromak eigenvalue) - spheromak is always being
sustained during discharge.

•
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Left: Calculation of MES magnetic fields prior to spheromak formation in HIT-SI3. Middle:
Calculation of MES magnetic fields after spheromak formation (blue) with sustaining
helicity injectors (red).

• Electron thermal diﬀusivities approaching that of L-mode

eﬃcient current drive that is compatible with good energy
confinement at fusion plasma conditions.

2030

Current prototype*

experiment (HIT-SIU) to pursue highest performance so far using this
sustainment method.
Achieve

Current prototype

24-month ARPA-E OPEN project will begin
technology demonstration and component
testing phase.

• Build and operate optimized helicity injector manifold sustained spheromak

COMMERCIAL (2031)

RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, DE-RISKING (2015-2031)

Non-axisymmetric magnetic perturbations (n ≥ 1 toroidal Fourier numbers) are imposed by the magnetic helicity
injectors. These non-axisymmetric fields are required for dynamo current drive, but are imposed externally.
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• The helicity injector voltage and flux are oscillated on a kHz timescale, which can be adjusted by tuning the circuits
to different resonant frequencies.

• Helicity injection is performed fully inductively with no electrodes present in the system. An insulating plasma-facing
coating is required to ensure fully inductive helicity injector operation.

• Demonstrated sustainment of ideal n = 1 kink-stable spheromaks with pressure confinement in the HIT-SI
experiment.1

• Externally imposed, non-axisymmetric magnetic perturbations and externally driving the edge plasma current must
be compatible with good energy confinement quality as one scales towards larger, higher temperature plasma
configurations (i.e. a ≥ 0.75 m, A ≈ 1.5, Ti, Te > 1 keV).

Plasma facing component (PFC) performance

• Insulating aluminum oxide (Al2O3) PFC coating needed to ensure fully

Observed confinement of plasma
pressure during sustainment with
high injector frequency operation
((c) and (d)).

inductive helicity injector operation.

• Coating must hold injector voltage Vinj ≈ 500 − 600 V during high
performance sustained spheromak operations.

• Results suggest best confinement
quality while operating at high
injector frequency and
correspondingly high gain G.

• Observed the majority of non-

axisymmetric magnetic activity is
imposed by helicity injector system
instead of by plasma instabilities (e).

(c)
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in Fus. Eng. Design 89(4), 412-425
(2014), 1000 MWe design point.
3 Published

*Located at subcontractor University of
Washington - Seattle

Current Status & Next Steps
• ARPA-E OPEN project period of performance
spans from July 1, 2019 - June 30, 2021.

• Currently upgrading power supplies and

performing insulating surface maintenance (right
photos) for high performance HIT-SI3 operations

• In parallel, manufacturing new helicity injector

are expected by the end of Q3 of the ARPA-E
project.

Figures: B.S. Victor, et al., Phys. Plasmas 21,
8 (2014).

• HIT-SIU operations will begin in Q5 of ARPA-E

(e)

project.

Currently underway HIT-SI3 insulating surface maintenance for highpower HIT-SI3 operations

(f)
Left: View of mouths of injector A and a re-entrant port for performing passive
spectroscopic measurements. Right: Close up view of helicity injector mouth showing
the aluminum oxide insulating coating being resurfaced and smoothed during
maintenance cycle.
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Current gain and scaling projections

• Results suggest that spheromak is

• From experimental, theoretical, and computational results, demonstrate

being sustained by IDCD without
generating long-wavelength plasma
instabilities.
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• Results from high performance HIT-SI3 operations

(d)

perturbation large enough to
sustain plasma current are those
imposed (f).

Victor, et al., Phys. Plasmas 21, 8 (2014)
2T.R. Jarboe, Nucl. Fus. 52(8), 083017 (2012)
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manifold for new HIT-SIU experiment.

• Using IDCD model2, only magnetic

1B.S.

Left: The new HIT-SIU sustained spheromak plasma prototype Middle: Poloidal crosssection of bow-tie shaped flux conserver and helicity injector manifold. Right:
Calculation of spheromak and helicity injector magnetic fields in MES.
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continued favorable scaling towards fusion plasma conditions with high
current gain G.

Figures: A.C. Hossack, et al., Phys. Plasmas
24, 020702 (2017).

• Confirm design point for high-temperature confinement demonstration
device to follow HIT-SIU prototype (HIT-CD), and update reactor vision
design points as needed for Pe = 100 − 1000+ MW.
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